NON IONISING RADIATION V HEALTH
UPSIDEDOWN

THINKING

– CAGED, UPSIDE DOWN, HIGH CONSENSUS, FRAGMENTAL, LOGIC (CUDHCFL)

This document is the latest update on my investigations and on the data and information that
has been sent to me.
The main objective is to be helpful to improve government decision making processes and I
hope that they come, as Gordon Brown has indicated, with more humility, less image
enhancing, less wishful thinking and more respect for leading scientists, who have spent many
years studying their specialist subjects.
Inside this well hardened cage, the happenings in the world do not appear rational and a world of
illusion is created.
Key - Italic is an illusion - Normal is substantially real
E.g. there is no effect on health due to non-ionising radiation. (as a broken record)

Therefore no illness can be caused by this radiation.
i.e. electromagnetic hypersensitivity has not got a physical cause and is imaginary, although it is
estimated that 3% of the population now have it, this is around 2 million in the UK and the numbers
are increasing.
Since they are not officially ill there are only 2 doctors in the UK who can provide some ameliorative
treatment. The NHS does not need to get ready for illnesses that are merely imaginary!
People who defend their houses against this radiation are doing it merely because of their imagination
Parliamentarians have said there is hate on the net. This means they are in the upside down fragmental
logic cage and cannot differentiate between scientific truth and untruth, due mainly to ignorance of
biophysics and biochemistry. I feel there is much more scientific truth on the net, and in books, than in
Parliament on these subjects.
30 volts per meter at the phone user’s ear, because of most people’s very effective immune systems,
takes about up to 15 years to show, in a very dominant way, what can go wrong. However although you
may think 1 volt per metre on your pillow will have much les effect, this is not so, because your body
perceives it as a stress, and melatonin is suppressed by 87% in 4 months, when sleeping in a beam patch
(Scheiner2006). Your immune system is suppressed and so illness comes much sooner, as cancer in 5
years, for a proportion of the people that increases as the years go by (Naila 2004).
E/m field measurements were taken for many schools and the results well presented on the net, but they
did not check the health of the children, it was a half done job. They behaved as if nobody who is paid by
the government wants to find the truth of the situation. In the checks on child health the effect of a nearby
mast is very obvious.
In Israel they tore down the masts because they knew the illusion is not true.
I know a hospital where mast radiation is beamed into their cancer ward in spite of evidence that it reduces
the effect of Tamoxifen and retards the healing of its patients.
The manufacturers claim that tetra is not low frequency modulated. What they mean is the dc level of the
signal does not change throughout the cycle, but when the signal is received it shows a strong low
frequency modulated wave!
In fact when one understands what is going on, it seems like the mad hatter’s tea party of Lewis Carroll?
CITIZENS OF THE WORLD
The phone companies pretend that the cases of illness are not universal, but radiation is radiation,
people are people, and the effects are real and they are world wide.
Clusters of people living in beam patches of 1 volt per metre, are not having their melatonin
circadian rhythm suppressed at night, their immune system suppressed, and are very open to
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illness (Naila) showed high incidence cancer in years 5 to 10 the patches are merely random and
not indicative of causation?.
Areas of people living in 0.13 volts per metre which is a much larger area than the beam patches
(about 40 houses) and hence have more houses (about 2000 houses) like this, have not got 6 times
increased tendencies for depression and hence mental illness [Navarro/Oldfeld further aspects of a
Spanish study] The level of mental illness is rising why does the government exclude this source?
SCIENTISTS WORK IS BEING IGNORED
Dr. Gautier’s flow diagram [2007] for the processes showing how non ionising radiation affects the
bodies of humans, animals etc.
Dr. Cherry’s thesis and presentation to the European Parliament in 2000
Dr Carlo’s work (with 300 researchers) on the crippling of cell detoxification and much more.
Associated Prof Johansson’s work, and much other relevant work
Barrie Trower, who was trained by the War Office in microwave warfare, says “the government will
kill more people in peacetime than have been killed in war time” He knows both intellectually and
emotionally but, in this upside down cage, does this mean nothing?
Dr Mariea Tamara a co director of the Safe Wireless Initiative concentrates on healing modulated
electromagnetic non ionising radiation caused illnesses including the crippling of cell detoxification.
She states that this illness is one of the main threats to children’s lives in the future. Does this mean
nothing in the hardened upside down caged logic?
People should and do respect their governments for their good capabilities, but cannot respect the
governments for their scientific naiveté, as shown by their acceptance of the ICNIRP (International
Committee on Non Ionising Radiation) conclusions.
ICNIRP had apparent prestige, but it is not omniscient or omnipotent, it did not realise that our
bodies at the cellular level are made in a wondrous way with liquid crystals surrounding cells which
do send and receive weak electric signals.
They set guide lines at 42 volts per meter which were not a million times too high in terms of µw per
meter2 units and 1000 times too high in volts per meter units.
Also the government accepted the marketing ploys of the mobile phone industry that pretend that
fact is fiction and have taught the parliamentary parties this. It is so easy to pretend that scare facts
are scare stories. The government does not accept the unreality of this because it is staggeringly
weak on biophysics, biochemistry, catastrophic theory and the Johari window. It then passed laws
bad for health and opened a silent civil war on innocent unsuspecting people.
These very high guidelines encourage honest engineers to design and construct dangerous
equipment which is sold to unsuspecting innocent customers, such as DECT phones which are
continually scanning, and which give higher fields than masts of 1 volt per meter at 1 meter, as well
as Wifi, and metal rails resonating in bedrooms etc. A Leviathan may have been let loose when
broadcasting companies emit high resolution digital television which will have very sharp
waveforms. It would be better to send it to satellites and even better to transmit it by optical cables.
The purpose of the document is to let most of the western world governments see their mistake and
show some compassion and some humility. Also the size of the consensus means “truth politically”,
but when misleading has occurred, there is an image generated that is untruth scientifically.
The Swedish government has set a good example with its compassionate treatment of
electromagnetic hypersensitive people under UN 22. The Taiwanese government has shown
compassion on its people by taking down more than 900 badly sited masts. Because Taiwanese
epidemiology has not been wrecked like it has in the western world, that had an irrational reaction to
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the data protection act and decided to mix, small area illness clusters, with large good health low
radiation areas, and hence hide the bad ones.
There is a sense that most western world governments are ignoring nature (shades of King Canute!)
and asserting that true scientists are not true scientists and that much true scientific work is not true.
The excess number of deaths are rising. 80% of the bees have gone in USA. Bees can have their
immune systems suppressed as well as humans. Humans are bigger and so should last longer.
I learnt when I gave my lecture under the auspices of Athens University at the request of Dr Lucas H
Margaritis Professor of Cell Biology, that there are fundamental mechanisms of life which apply to
people, animals, birds, bees and bacteria. Trees and plants are not excluded from this. The first
group can have suppression of the immune system and can be very vulnerable to early high
incidence illness. They all can have crippling cell toxification.
Where is it likely that erroneous thinking lies? Is it in most governments in the western world
with their vested interests, or is it in the minds of a substantial proportion of scientists trained
in the above disciplines?
My certainty about the above subject is reinforced by when ever I do ungrounded thinking, like
assuming a mast is higher than it is, or the poles are not angled much more than normal as
they are, I find good correlation vanishes, however if I check and correct this data I have
always had good correlation and prediction of illness from simulated field strength so far.
I would like to be regarded as a helpful prophet or oracle on this subject which I have
focussed on for 4 years after 42 years in scientific research on mathematically similar
problems. . My headmaster at Bishop Vesey’s Grammar School told me 60 years ago that if
other people do wrong it is no excuse for me to do wrong. Imagine my surprise when I realised
that most western world governments were living in a scientific illusion bubble.
Fragmented thinking.
I concentrate on Health and de-emphasise Wealth and admit I am doing comprehensive
fragmented thinking to counter the government’s illusion bubble.
The Government concentrates on Wealth and de-emphasises Health and will not admit it has
drifted into scientifically relative rather than absolute fragmented thinking.
I feel in this highly technological age the electorate has allowed the government to have
enormous powers which neither we nor they realised. They have the power to slowly eliminate
most life on this earth with military use and civil use of modulated microwaves. In a sense they
are turning people into overflowing dustbins. This is a simple analogy to represent that which
Carlo’s video explains in medical terms.
Although it is nice to do more research, is it not wasting money to reinvent the wheel and in
some ways wasting money to gild the lily? Is it not better to read and understand the research
programs already carried out about 10 years ago by dedicated scientists, as previously
mentioned, namely George Carlo, who phone company employees laugh at from their warped
vested interest viewpoint, and also Cherry from New Zealand, who obtained his PhD on this
subject and gave a presentation to the European Parliament in 2000.
Dr J.C.Walker Chartered Physicist
There is an updated CD available with a power point display, if required, and also a set mainly of A3
laminated display data diagrams.
You can get more definitive references from the web sites given and much more detail.
Some of the more important references
[1] Power Watch report no 2217 Alasdair Philips
[2] Santini et al Pathol Biol 2002 369 - 373
[3] TNO report FEL – 03 C148 September 2003
[4] The microwave syndrome a preliminary study – Published in Electromagnet Biology
and Medicine vol 222 Issue 2 & 3 31/12/2003(net address dekker.com)
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[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]

The Freiberg Appeal
Cancer clusters S.W. Scram
Navarro/Oberfeld 2004 further aspects of a Spanish stud
Naila Germany 2004
Netanya Israel 2004
Gautier csif-cem
Scientific Committee on the Electromagnetic Fields
Cherry 2000 New Zealand Doctoral thesis and presentation to the European Parliament.
Beale 2006 USA
Carlo G. 1992 USA (300 scientists working for him)

RECOMMENDED WEB SITES These sites are all run by keen people who are continually improving
them and extending their scope.
.h.e.s.e.-uk
Safe Wireless Initiative
i-sis.org.uk isis online store
Mast Sanity view these new, hear Dr Carlo’s lectures and my lecture at Woking
Mast Action
RadiationResearch.org
Scram
Starweave – gives links to 26 websites
next-up.org
http://ortho.sh.lsuhsc.edu/Faculty/Marino/Comments/RepacholiTestimony.html 25/06/2007
This contains the 88 page Testimony of Rapacholi (Chairman of ICNIRP and Member of WHO ) it
indicates he has more allegiance to the Electrical Industry than to the health of the human race.
RECOMMENDED

READING

The Power Watch Handbook - Simple ways to make your family safe

Alasdair and Jean Philips

2006 from www.piatkus.co.uk

ISBN 0 7499 2686 4

The Rainbow and The Worm The Physics of Organisms Mae-Wan Ho 2nd edition 2006
With DVD and CD of polarised microscope video of basic organisms

ISBN 981 02-3427-9 (pbk)

PS1. Have western world governments opened a silent civil war against unsuspecting innocent
civilians, due to technical ignorance. Is this war, war with no jaw, jaw (the subject is controversial
and therefore should be avoided by universities in research, in the press and media). Are western
world governments terrorists? There are leaders and followers (by respect and consensus). There is
no blame on the leaders, they took the best advice at the time with a clear conscience! However
they should not deny hindsight a decade later.
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